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Model No. Products Photo Package Photo

KS-868E(433SF/GSM-1)
Network Intelligent Alarm

System
 

Panel size:L*W*H(mm)

1). LCD Display

2). 16 wireless + 4 wired zones

3). Two modes of Multi-user & Mono-user can be exchanged

4). Enroll 8 remote controllers

5). 7 zone attributes: burglar, perimeter, duress, panic, fire, gas and medical

6). Easy code enrollment for wireless detectors

7). 8 Pre-set numbers can be set for user or CID

8). Support CID

9). 20s voice record

10). Access codes; 1 installer code, 1 master code, 8 user codes and duress code

11). Two timers for different time schedule

12). Record 30 logs of alarm for query

13). Alarm delay/ Arm time can be set from 000-255s

14). Circulated dialing times ensure reliability

15). Three ways for siren: Built in, wired and wireless

16). Three level of volume

17). Warning alarm for line-cut, different status and self-testing

18). Remote operation via mobile phone

A Network Intelligent Alarm System which adopts advanced technology of digital sensor and controlling, consoled

with LCD display, come with 16 wireless and 4 wired zones,work with various wired and wireless detectors produced

by Karassn company, maximum 8 remote controllers, can store 8 pre-set telephone number. Once alarm triggered,

built-in siren will activated immediately and dial pre-set number at same time. It can be widely used at home,

264.2 * 179.6 * 47.6

Brief Instruction

community, financial office and office building,ect.

Main Function



19). GSM + PSTN

20). AC/ DC: Ext 220V voltage and backup rechargeable batteries

The GSM alarm module is a network intelligent alarm terminal device,which is composed of mainstay industry GSM 

module and the communication carrier by GSM network. It has different ways of combination for alarm,such as make

alarm to ADEMCO Contact ID alarm center, Dialing voice, English SMS, Timer communication, etc. It is endued 

with precise and timely transmission in alarm information. Moreover, it has the advantages of little-influence by 

environment, low rate of false alarm, safety, convenient installation and environmental protection. Therefore, it can 

be the strong shield for your home.

1). Support ADEMCO CID alarm center, Dialing voice , English SMS, Timer communication

2). Modular cordwood design

3). English message hint for operation and alarm.

4).  Different alarm ways to combine: center, SMS, dialing, Timer, etc

5). Various ways of Arm/ Disarm, which including SMS, Dialing or Ringing

6). Multi-level of protection, such as code protection, classification operation, and phone firewall, etc

7). Assign an English name to every zone. It is convenient for user to indentify the position

8). 3 groups of program phones and 8 groups of alarm phones.

9). Sending start-up SMS, sending information and sending report ON/ OFF are for option.

10). The dialing/ ringing time can be set

11). 20s voice can be recorded

12). All the settings are conserved in the memory card of GSM module to avoid losing when power off

13). SMS can query the setting at all times

14). It can conserve and SMS query with 100 pieces of alarm event log with the function of ‘Black Box’

Standard Kit

Package weight 

Carton:

MOQ:

Price

2.1KGS

12PCS

100PCS

USD103.17

One KS-868E panel
Two KS-12B Wireless Remote Controllers
One power adaport
One GSM module
1.3AH DC12V NI-HI battery

GSM Module

Main Function


